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never exceeded 50 cru, varying between 25 and 45 ou the average. The high
counts in the building were, accordingly, the more striking.
At first I was under the impression that this activiry was duc to the bionous
disintegration of the rocks at the fireplace, which has beco in progress for
some time. However, the counts at the affected rocks were not higher than
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about 60-70 cpm, and therefore could not account for the tremendous reactions
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which could be felt suhjectively and, as it turned out 'ater, were rather high
in the atmosphere outside the building. At the first floor (Teu terrace of the
observatory, the counts climbed suddenly to 400-600 cru several feet away
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from the rock wall. Close to the wall, the acrivity was nearly normal. At that
point I was still under the impression that it was the rocks which were re-
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Note, December 20, 1952: The following reports appear herr as they were
dictated in March, April, and September, 1952. Since then, however, many
of the "weird" phenomena, reported herr, have found their expianation in
terras of orgone physical principies. A functional reiationship to phenomena
in deserts has been detected and will be deait with when the neta facts fali
in line with our basic theoretical assumptions. The emergency at Orgonon
continues unabated at mis date.
Events at Orgonon, Monday, March 24, 1952
I spent the night from Sunday to Monday, March 23 to 24, 1952, at the observatory. I slept as usual in a bedroom which adjoins the bathroom. I woke
up thirsty severa! times during the night and felt very uncomfortable. In the
early morning, tremors shook my body. 1 dressed in the bathroom and felt
unusually strong Oranur cffects. The situation quickly worsened. I felt
nauseated but could not vomit. My gums bled and my tongue showed a
yellow-whitish coating. The tongue epithelium was highly blood-injected. I
knew that something dangerous was going on.
The SU-5 Tracerlab Survey Meter gave to my surprise 100 to 150 CM dose
to the wall of the metal bathtub; on the other sido of the wall, in my bedroom
at the levei of the bathtub, the count was as high as 80 cm. The reason for
the high Oranur action was not immediately evident. The background counts
in the study and in the laboratory hall were high—between 60 and 100. My
log book shows that the background counts in the observatory during the
period from November 29, 1951 til January 30, 1952, measured daily, had
2B

sponsible for the high wunt. Some of these rocks on the outside wall showed
clear signs of erosion, such as "spongy" surface, a darkening of the surface
and rounded boles of as much as a quarter of an inch in depth. These were
tremendous reactions which, of course, were utterly incomprehensible at that
time, and which have rcmained unintelligible to this date, September 10,
1952.
Still under the impression that it was the rocks which were responsible for
the high activity, I attempted to get relief from my increasing discomfort by
removing myself as far as possible from the observatory. To my amazemcnt,
instead of decreasing, my discomfort increased rapidly as I moved into the
open space. I felt dizzy, dose to loss of balance; my nausea was unbearable,
though I could not vomit; I had to sit down severa! times in order not to
fali down, and the two assistants who were with me were frightened by the
sight of me. Later, they confessei] that they had felt deeply frightened by
my appearance, which was the following:
To the observers around me I looked, according to their own words, like
one "coming from another world," as if I "had been put away for a hundred
and fifty years like Rip Van Winkle," according to one physician who knew
me well. I appeared to the observers as if I were surrounded by a haze, as if
I had "hecome transparent," as if there were "no sharp boundary between me
and the haze around me." According to the description of four observers, 1
did not look as if I had a severe sickuess or as if I had just emerged from a
dungeon. It was not paleness that characterized my appearance, but, again
according to these concurrent descriptions, I looked aged and somehow
smaller than usual. And 1 had to admit that I felt inside the way they de-
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scribed me from outside: thrinking. These facts are not related for the sake
of scnsationalism. It is of crucial importance ta learn what Oranur can do to
life and health; how much DOR an organism can take; how dose to death
one can come, and still return to full health.
Xt about 9:30 A.M., at the observatory, my hands and palms were bright
red and mottled. This sight frightened sorne of my friends who knew the
significance of bright red binad. They had seen my hands mottled before,
but never so bright red before.
I suggest that attention be paid to the emphasis put on the description
"bright red," since the CO-hemoglobin reaction of blood is typically bright
red and reflects a state of hemoglobin being bound by CO, thus unable to
take up 02. This corresponds to a process of inner suflocation. We ali still
had ia mind the sight of the cyanotic mice whn had died in droves from
Oranur in the laboratory in Fehruary, 1951.
My palms were not only mottled, but seemed moist-looking. I looked
"livid" and "puffed up" in the face.
For the first time in sixteen years of orgone energy experimentation I
could not sce quite sharply; it was as if a purple haze was hovering between
my eyes and the objects of vision. Standing about 100 feet away from the
observatory and looking through the icafless troe branches at the rock walls
of the observatory some 100 feet behind the trees, the walls appeared to
severa! ohservers, quite independently, as "dark," "nearly black," and
"smokey." However, the walls brightened up to the eye of each single observer as soon as he moved away from the trees which were between himself
and the wall, and when he looked directly at the rock walls of the observatory.
This mearas: the impression of the purple haze was not due to an emanation
from the walls of the observatory, but it was due to "something" between the
tree branches that causei! the building to look purple and foggy. If the building itself had caused chis impression, it could not possibly have changed with
the position of the observer in relation to the rock walls and the trees.
There was further important evidente for the objective nature of these
observations. Our caretaker stated quite independently that he had felt something "changed" in the observatory building when he had come up early in
the morning. The building had seemed to him more charged and "heavy."
He recalled that it had seemed just as bad about the same time last spring, in
1951. He had also, quite independently, seen the haze around the building,
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and he had felt a prickling in his fingers when he had walked into the building. He also had seen the blackening of Me rocles. We also made the observation that the trees around the observatory, especially the evergreens, were
much brighter than elsewhere far away from Orgonon, and that about a
mile and a half from Orgonon, especially on the hillside facing east, away
from Orgonon, the troes were darker again, in contradistinction to Orgonon
where the trees were bright green; the needles were rich and fui' with sap
aiready in the beginning aí March, and the birches and the maples at Orgonon had buds that seemed prematurely developed for March, 1800 feet
above sea levei.
There were other interconnectians of importante. The vernal equinox in
1952 fel! on March 20 at 11:40 .t.m.; according to the caretaker of Orgonon,
the atmosphere had seemed to act the same way in 1951 as the time of the
equinox. The equinox in 1952 had fallen on Thursday, March 20; on Friday,
March 21, a severe tornado had hit Texas, Louisiana, Kansas, Tennessee and
Kentucky in the United States, moving from southwest to northeast.
Excerpts from a neves report on the Southern Tornadoes of March 21, 1952
in The Ncw York Times of March 23, 1952:
"The sol! of the early spring tornadoes that struck six Southern States
along the Mississippi River Friday mounted ycsterday to 232 dead and more
than 1,000 injured.... In hundreds of communities in Arkansas, Tennessee,
Missouri, Mississippi and Kentucky, thousands were made homcicss by the
hig black funnels of wind that swooped out of dark skies, snatched up persons, houses and cars and blew them scores ar hundreds of yards through
the air, leaving devastation and suffering.. , The tornadoes were reparted
to bc the most violent in the United States since 286 were killed in Alabama
in 1932. The cleadliest on record was in 1925, when 719 perished and 3,000
werc injured seriously in Missouri, Illinois and Indiana. Friday's were the
worst tornadoes in the history of Arkansas. . . . In rural arcas whole rowns
were levelled. .
Weather bureau officials said they had no expectation that
the twisters would rip across such widespread arcas. . . . Friday's tornadoes
began about 3 P.M. and lasted until after midnight. It is not known how
many separate tornadoes struck, but there appeared to be three major fronte
on a 100-mile wide arca.... The first tornado struck at Dierks, Arkansas....
Ir cut across the state at a 45-degree angle, following past storms 'tornado' trail
from southwest to northeast [underscored by Ed.1 . . . Whcn the tornado
struck the hamlet of England it sounded like 'a hundred B-36's flying low'
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and was 'the most perfectly shaped funnel you've ever seco,' according to
Omer Henley, a truck driver.... As the tornadoes swept across the Mississippi
River isto Mississippi and Tennessee, they marfe a huge semi-circle from
Byhalia, in northwest Mississippi about forty-five miles southeast of Memphis,
to Dyersburg, in west Tennessee, about seventy-five miles north of Memphis.
Alf Green of Cottonwood Point said: '1 hcard a roar and then it became
very, very stili. Then there was some lightning and in a few minutes houses
were toppled over and field: were leveled.'
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'he New York Times
WHERE STORNI CUT DESTRUCTIVE SWATH

March 23, 19 2

According to another New York Times report of March 23, 1952, the U. S.
Weather Bureau explained the disaster as follows:
TORNADO TRACEI) TO CLASH WITHIN AIR MSS;
50° TENIPERATURE DROP IIELPS "SM"STORNI

Warm, moist air that comes in conflict with an upper tone of the cooler
and dryer air creates an unstable atmospheric condition that hclps bring cn
tornadoes, such as the one buffeting the South.
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This condition resulta in a "confloct" in nature that speeds up the counter
clockwise rnotion of the winds and produces the effect aí a spinning top. The
vortex whirls at speeds up to severa! hundred miles an hour and is caught
up in the general air mass that extends across severa' statcs, perhaps, and
possibly as high as thrcc miles and that moves at lower speeds than the storm
itself,
The tornado spins across land, twisting out of shape the objects it strikes,
while the general stream of the atmosphere moves it five, ten or fiftren miles
an hour from place to place.
The destructive power of the tornado lies in the mass of air, rotating
counterclockwise, that normally moves from the Southwest to the Northeast.
This is the ordinary route that the great mass of the atmosphere takes and it
carnes the tornado along.
A contributing factor in the tornado in the South is that along the Gulf
Coast in Louisiana there were temperaturas of 70 degrees, while just north
in Arkansas temperaturas fell to below 20 degrees.
This set up the required condition of warm and moist air striking under
the cool, dry air. Intense variations in pressure result.
Under average circumstances a tornado usually is dissipated at night because
the effects of the sun in warming the moist air are reduced.
It is a rarity for a tornado to hit the Eastern coastal arcas because mountainous arcas there help to dissipate tornadoes. But such storms have struck
along the coast.
Since a tornado is like a cork carried in a stream affected by atmospheric
conditions, the tornado may suddenly disappear when there conditions change
sufficiently. It may be that the deep layer of warm, mais( air that is a prerequisite for the storm to develop may change or that other contributing
factors are removed and the tornado with its frightening, funnel.shaped
outline disappears.
Obviously, the mechanistic-thermical explanation of a tornado does not satisfy
our inquiry in the least, since the mechanical and thermical events themselves
require explanation; they are secondary and not primary functions of nature.
Twa days after the tornado had hit the Middle West in the USA, the
orgone energy ran amole at the Orgone Energy Observatnry at Orgonon,
Maine, 1,500 to 2,000 miles to the northeast. This could not possibly be merely
incidental; there was logic in this sequence of events. The logic of this sequence turned up in a most unexpected manner, never experienced before
by anyone in atm-1k ar orgonomic (pre-atomic) physics, cnnstituting an
amazing surprise to those who witnessed it:
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When the fresh, citar air some 150 feet from the observatory building did
not alleviate my pathological vegetativa reactions, as it was I Med to do,
the idea flashed through my rnind that it was moí the rock: at the ohservatory
hut the atrnospherr surroirnding the rocks whieh was responWhle for my
hio-cnergrtic reactions of &stress. Ira order to calm down my hio-energetic
reaction, I had my cornpanions drive me down to the lower cabin where
the Oranur efluis were least developed, and there I measured the atmosplaerie luxam reactions again. The munis tvere even higher, up to 500600 CM, abolir 8 reei above the ground in the open air with the counter
tube unshielded. The groond itself gave less, abram 200, 300 or 100 crer. At
first we did not understand at ali how it carne about that the atmosphere
showed an activity of about 600 C.I'M ar abou] 0.2 coita per hour. There was no
precedent in 'ruir experimental work to account for this phenumenon.
We took the car and drove down the road two miles to the west and hack
six miles to the east ora the Rangeley-Oquossoc road, measuring the almaspheric OR cnergy activity about 7 to 8 feet above the ground at the road in
from of every single building ar farm along the way.
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&fure reporting on the counts along the road, 1 would like to repeat the
results of the measurements at the Orgonon observatory building: Chis will
help to illuminate the true situation.
Iloth bathtubs in the observatory had yielded 100 to 200 em at the wall
hefore water was poured jota citem, and 40-50 CM aftcr the water was pourcd
finto dam. My brd had given ca. 100 cPm before and ahout 40-50 Gni aftcr the
water was poma imo the hathtub an the other side of the wall. This result
seems quite consistent, since avater is known to absorta OR energy.
The link from these measurements to the measurements along the road
is given hy the astonishing fui that at the ohservatory terrace on the second
loor dose to the rock, the reaction was 50-100 MI. While ftvE FEET AWAY
riam Titt ROCIES IT WAS 300 CISAI, AND NINE FEET FROM THE NOUS IT WAS 400500 rpm. Thus, somehow, the walls of the observatory appeared in a normal
state as against the surrnunding atrnosphere, a sharp energctic difference
evidenced hy the respective GM activity. This fite latcr, in May and June,
gained great importaria' in the understanding of the so-calied "DOR-Ckuds"
whích forced their remova] from Chis region and, in pursuit aí chis task, led
to clond-busting.

80 ePlar at table in living roam
100 crst in air of living mora
200 um at cabin entrance mude hall
300 arai at cabia entrance outside hall
400 ent 40 feet away from thc cabin in the open air.
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The following tahle gives a rough picture cif the counts at the observatory,
at thc lower cahin and along the road:
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M thc lower wooden cabin the counts within the cabia and on its porá
were far lower than far outside in the (yen attnnsphere:
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Results of Monitoring with Tracerlab SU-5 Beta-Gamma-Survey-Meter,
March 24, 1952, 1:45-3:45 P.M. Ali Counts with Unshielded Tube.

No.

Place of
Monitoring

Approx. Distante

Approx.
CPM

Remarks

80-150 CPM before
1. Observatory bathtub Foot above water 40-50
water was poured
in tub and 2 em.
from side of tub
(Other measurements in general
vicinity of tub)
2 cm. from wall 40-50
2. Observ. bed
and general viciaity of bed
Normal
2 cm. from inner 40-50
3. Obser, fireplace
rock
wall
(Second floor)
2 cm. from outer 50-100
4. Observ. second
rock wall
floor porch
5 ft. from outer 300( !)
5. Observ. porch
rock wall
ft. from outer 400-500(1) Surrounding air ex9
6. Observ. porch
cited 1
rock wall
5 ft. from outer 400(!)
7. Observ. porch
rock wall

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

40 ft. from cabin
Lower cabia
Cabin entrance
Cabin entrance hall
Cabia living room
Over rabie in living
room

13. Porch cabin
14. Cabin car garage

400
300
200
100
80

300
150

Same phenosnenon as
points 3-7. rxis as
PROOF OF THE FACT
THAT IT WAS NOT THE
ROCKS BUT THE SUR
ROUNDING ATMOSPHERE WHICH CAUSED
THE GM COUNTER TO
RACE. (See also THE
ORANUR EXPERIMENT,
First Report, 19471951)
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No.

Place of
Monitoring

.1pprox, Distante

37
.1pprox.
CPM

Remar@

15. Part of cabin wherc
70-80
safe containing NR
had been, 1951
16. Tube in snow
6 ft. from wall of 200
cabin from cabin
17. Tube in snow
6ft.
400
18. Near cabin

8 rch
"
ft. ia air over
snow
19. Cabin road to Dodge 80 ft. from cabia
Pond Road
20. Cabia road to Dodge
Pond Road
71, Cabia road to Dodge
Pond Road
22. Cabin road to Dodge
Pond Road—Under
clectric tension wirc
23. Cabin road to Dodge
Pond Road—Tube
in snow
24. Cabia road to Dodge
Pond Road—On taking tule out of snow
25. Cabin road to Dodge
Pond Road
26. Cabin road to Dodge
Pond Road—Tube
in wet sand
27. Dodge Pond Road

28. Dodge Pond Road—
Main Road comer
29. Road in front of
Moontide Springs

500
300

100 ft. from cabia

400

120 ft. from cabia

600

Tubes 8 ft. in air unless otherwisc stated
from now on.

600(!)

160 ft. from cabia

200

3 it. in air
800-900(1)
160 ft. from cabin
200 ft. from cabin

700

250 ft. from cabia

500

50 ft. east of cabin
road

500

300
300

Tube in air outside
auto unless otherwise
stated from now on.
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No.

Place of
Monitoring

30. Niles' House—Main
Road
31. Main Road—Quimby
Road
P. Along Quimby Road
33. Along Quirnby Road
—In car
34. Quimby's farm—On
road
35. Approaching Ellis'
farm—On road
36. Passing Ellis' farm
—On road
37. Approaching
Wyvell's house—
On road
38. Yard—Wyvell's
house
39. Porch—Wyvell's
house
40. Wyvell's living room
after a minute
41. Lol.e's house—Main
road (In car)

42. Love's house—Main
road (Outside car)
43. Raymond's House—
Main road (In car)
Yard—Raymond's
44.
house (Outside car)
45. Raymond's house
(Inside house)
46. Raymond's house
(Close to wall inside house)
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Approx.
Approx. Distance

CPM

Remarks

No.

Place of
Monitoring

39
Approx.

Approx. Distance

CPM

500

47. Bucknam's Lodge—
Main road

350

600

48. Near Hinton's Entrance—Main road

300

49. Webster's Camps

300
300

600-650
100

50. Collins' workshop
—Yard

400
300
500

51. Collins' workshop
—Inside

100

52. Collins' workshop
—Roam where accus.

150

Remarks

Collins' workers' eyes
injected.
Three accus. assembled in shop.

Jtored

400

400
150
50
50

400
60
600(1)
200

Wyvcll looked haggard.
S. Tropp reports feeling more prickling
outside car in air
than in car.

53. Collins' workshop
—Inside accumulator in building room
54. Coltins' workshop
—Above metal stock
in building room
55. Collins' workshop—
Outside shop--Yard
(Ca. 15 minutes after
first count outside
shop—No. 50)
56. S. Tropp's house—
Entrance
57. S. Tropp's house-Living room

50

60-70

40

GM stopped tvorAing
at Mis point.

60
15-20( ? !)

famming. No reaction of GM to radium on WR's watch.
58. S. Tropp's house—
No reDevice out of order.
Road outside
action
famming and failing.
Weather on the 24th of March during measurements: Overcast, raw, air heavy.
It should be noticed that the weather conditions were "unusual" in the USA
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winter 1951-1952. The New York Times published the following

The New 'Voeis Times
TEN

Funituctrrs os AN "UNUSUAL"WINTER (1951/52)

Protocol, March 28th, 1952, Dictated at Observatory

At this date, March 28, 1952, the situation concerning the change taking
place in the rocks from which the Orgone Energy Observatory at Orgonon
was built, is as follows:
At the Fireplace in the Study of the Observatory

This fireplace was built with special care by an excellent mason. Every
single rock was hand picked and inspected as to its suitability to go into the
fireplace wall, which is 10 feet wide, 81h feet high, and some 6 feet deep.
Particular attention was paid to the fulfillment of the requirement that the
surfaces be smooth
rocks be of an even gray color, preferably gravite, that the
ironand spotless. Especial care was taken that nu black, rusty or green,
or arsenic-containing rocks be used. Thus, smoothness of surface, evenness
of color and absence of ferrous or other metallic admixture was secured.
The picture today is this: The even gray color is gone. About half of the
rock surfaces look dark gray to black. In one and the same rock, which only

a few months ago was an even smooth gray, one can sce black spots, black
blotches, alternating with its original pale gray. One can see black rounded or
streaky blotches spreading either from the conter toward the center ar the
other way around, as the days pass by. In many rocks the surfaces have lost
their smoothness; the rock surface looks "spongy," as if the rock has been
drillcd and innumerable boles of about 1/lóth or 1/8th of an inch diameter
and depth had been hewn into the surface. In other places, a margin shows
the original gray, which is elevated, while major surface arcas aí the same
rock are sunken and blackened as if chemical acid had eaten into it. In other
rocks, the original smooth and even gray of the surface was gradually replaced hy a very bright whitish-gray on a sunken levei, with rock showing a
spongy structure. Within these sunken semi-holes, black, coal-like points,
dots, streaks and blotches appear and are spreading over the whole surface.
These hlack, cual-like blotches seem to develop especially within grooves,
i.e., in places where the rock deterioratcd first. We abai] hear more about the
microscopic picture of the material taken from these grooves. Let us continue
with the appearance in the changed rock.
One special rock to the right of the fireplace (seen from the fireplace outward), developed severa! holet where a fingcrtip can easily be placed about a
quarter to half an inch deep. This special rock was originally of a slightly
darker gray hue. The boles are whitish and of a powder-like consistency
that can be casily taken off hy simply wiping the surface with the finger. Over
the past tvvo months this rock was especially observed and the progress of the
deterioration could be followed from day to day, beginning with the one
single, small, flat bole up to the present state of ticuns of boles on the surface cif the rock. Until a few days ago, the powder-like surface structure
of the rock substance within these holes remained the same. Today, however,
on March 28th, 1952, there are clearly visible, blackish dots and streaks which
had not been there before. Thus, to ali appearances, the posvdery substance
began to change into Me blackish harder substance. Now, this coincides and
agrees in a perfect manner with the microscopic picture of the different phases
uf the disintegration processes.
The original gray hard rock, if scraped off and Iooked at with a microscopic magnification of. about 400x appears crystarlike, smooth, with shiny
surfaces having no structure in thcm at ali, or with a streaky structure with
only a very few bions interspersed. On the other hand, the powder-like
substance is thoroughly and completely bionous, i.e., consisring of OR energy
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vesicles seen microscopically with not a trace of the original crystalline strueture left. Nothing is visible but large bions or energy vesicles of a type described by me as PA bions for the first time fifteen years ago and communicated to the French Academy of Science, Paris, 1937.
In the microscope one can sce, with only 300-400x magnification, that parti
of the bionous mais of the disintegrated rock reorganize into a new crystalline structure which, under the microscope, looks like coal; black, with sharp

MELANOR

on granite
edges and structurelcss inside. However, Chis suhstance is not coal, since it
does not burn in a liame. It is, at the present moment, cntirely impossible to
say what this blackish substance consists of chernically. Steps will be taken
for such chemical analysis.
These black spots, blotches and dots soem to harbor the answer as to what
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kind of physical function may be concealed in the as yet inscrutable happenings emerging from there rocks. The black substance which develops through
crystallization from bionous rnatter of disintegrating rock was termed by me:
MELANOR
i.e., "Black OR."
The preccdíng report on the changing rocks was dictated no March 28,
1952, in my study at Orgonon where the active fireplace rocks are located.
I had the impression, and an impression only, that the rocks were blackening
visibly as I looked at them. This is not meant literally, of course, but one
could clearly notice that the blackening af the rocks proceeded apace from
balir to hour. Also, I had marked a fcw spots at the fireplace where the rock
was deteriorated ar blackened in such a manner that any additional blackening ar deterioration had to become visible as a transgression af the red fine.
At about three o'clock in the afternoon, I felt very tired and worn out, and
without having eaten lunch, 1 went to bed. My tiredness was sa severe that
1 failed to open the window in my bedroom as I always was careful to do.
1 woke up at 21.00 hour from a heavy sleep with a dull head, and had difficulty in getting up. The bed on which I had slcpt is located at the wall
opposite the bathtub. This bathtub had, as the reader will remember, yieldcd
a count of up to 150 CPU on March 24, Imo days after the tornado struck in
the Middle West. When I got up from the bed, I felt shaken and as if I were
not in full possession of my balance. I stumblcd out of the room after opening
the window and began to attend to some instruments in the laboratory hall
iselow. The opening af the windows alleviated the ~st of the DOR effects
after a short while, but the main impairment did not seem to budge.
After about two hours work, from 21.30 to 0.30 hour, I left the observatory
building which in the meantime had become unbearably charged. 1 simply
could not stay there any longer. 1 was nauseated; it was difficult to kcep
upright on tny legs which felt heavy, as if the pull af gravity had increascd
many fold. The air was oppressive in spite of the wide-open windows. As I
walked down the stairs toward the car, I had the feeling, which of course I
could not corroborate objectively, that 1 "could not keep my body heat." It
was no more than a feeling, but very distinct. It was as if the "sap of life"
were draining out of me, as if the power of replenishing it were gone
from me.
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MELANOR-APPECTED ROCK WALL

at OR Energy Obscrvatory

SPONGY 5URFAcE

or Melanor-filledgranite
MELANOR

on rock surfaces
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This
frightened me somewhat, but not too much. It was as if I had not the
power in
me even to be interested in what was happening to me. When I
reached the open fresh air, the situation irnproved slightly; however, I reached
rny car with difficulty, as if wavering. 1 waited for about &teca minutes
before I drove away. I did not trust my sense of balance since 1 was quivering
severely deep inside. I drove down the half mije to the lower house, stopped
my rar just whcre I happened to be, walked into the house and had not the
strength to undress. I threw mysclf on a small cot without undressing; I was
only careful to have the window wide open.
It is of crucial importance to get hold of as many and as detailed inanifesrations of the DOR sickness as possible. This, I assure the reader, is the sole
reason why I am describing details ar such length. It is all new, and if mistakes from lark of knowledge are to be avoided in the course of further
events, such procedure is obligatory.
MELANoR

within powdery, gray granite rock surface

I was unable to fali asleep. The inner quivering increased. Tremors ran
wave-like up and down my body. I felt fascicular fibrillations in the muscuIature of my face, and my Iegs became nurnb. I was frightened. The power of
reasoning was not impaired. On the contrary. It was as if the intellect were
increasíng its power of reasoning where the organism began to lese ground in
the realm of autonomic functioning. I became thirsty and gor up, but I could
not stand ora my legs. My reason told me that what 1 just
went through
subject vely, I had witnessed a year age in rnany mire whirh had been exposed
to Oranur and DOR. We had seen fascicular fibriliations, tremors, shiverings
running wave-like up and down the organism, paralysis of the legs, loss of
balance and cold perspiration as a sign of a lowered temperature, over a period
of manv months in hundreds of mire. It was astonishing to me that with this
grave impairmenr of the autonomic functioning, the intellect could still be
so highly active. I wondered whether there were the signs cif DOR death,
and for about an hour I felt that I would not live to sce the morning,
reporting chis for entirely different reasons than to appear interesting
(ir thrilling. Ali through that iast year, when I lived continuously in the
high-charged Oranur atmosphere in the observatory, there was, among others,
une supreme thought in my mind:
HOW MUCH ORANUR AND DOR
CA? AN ORCANISM TAKE: 110W CLOSE cAN AN
ORCANISAI CET To ACTUAL cESSATION OF FUNcTIoNINC,
RECIZPERATE IN FRESH ASK?

DOR AFFECTED ROCK

"Spongy" surface and powdery boles (encircled)

DEATH, AND STILL
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The serious student of the Oranur Experiment will understand why this
problem appeared to be of such crucial importante. There could be little
kill if a certain limit of tolerdoubt that Oranur, as DOR, can kill and does
ance is transcended. In the hundreds of mice which had died of Oranur
disease, we had purposely gane to the utter limit. It was my attention to reach
out as far as possible isto the realm of death through Oranur, and then
dose is
k mward the point here the ranur
slowly to retrate my steps bac
d
by
s imple
ove
rrt
O
not deadly enough notw to be re
still deadly (DOR) and yet
air ventilation. I had not, of course, intended tu test it on my own organism;
but when DOR had struck me so hard on that Friday, March 28, my mind
operated feverishly to get the rnost out of it in case 1 shoutd survive. It Is
plain what nearly had killed me: The going to sleep with closed windows
DOR annospitre.
for six hours in a highly charged and active Oranur
Even with the appearance of the worst of deathly symptoms, my optimism
did not seern to budge. Somehow, I felt that nathing bad would happen
to me.
To return: I reached the water faucet, drank two full glasses of water, felt
a filling up, as it were, of my insides right away, went back to bed and fell
to dep. After a few hours I woke up shivering from an inner "cold," alshaken,
though I had my heavy winter coat on. When I got up, I was
quivering and not in full cummand of rny balance. Ilse 011endorff, who saw
me in the morning, said I looked bluish and sort of puffed up in the face,
especially in eyes and jaw. This objective statement was clearly reflected in
my inner feeling which was that of a sevem deadly illness. Fresh air did not
soem to relieve thc pressure. I went to bed again. lt is precisely here, at the
point where the usual relief by airing failed, that orle of our new prnblems
What is, exactly, the relationship of deadly Oranur, called DOR, to
sets in:
DOR sumis to use up 02 like fere. Oxygen relieves
the attnospheric oxygen?
severo DOR distress.
Acceleration of the Blackening of the Rocks
Until Saturday, March 29, 1952, when I began to recuperate from DOR, I
had not paid too much attention and had not worried too much about the
deterioration of the rocks in my study. It is true, 1 knew that the rock was
radiating through bionous disintegration, as the Sapa bions had done thirteen
years back, in Jartuary, 1939, in Oslo, Norway. On March 30, in the early
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morning, 1 went up to the observatory again. What I saw there that Sunday
was truly frightening:
The front walt which had been buiit in 1948 from carefully selected rocks,
and had presented a beautiful pattern of alternating gray, srnooth rock and
cernem, showed half a dozen rocks which were black, like coal. 1 had seen
blackening on the outside of the rock wall a week and two weeks /adore that
day, but this hiackening was restricted to single dots or spots which had attracted my attention bui had not alarmed me. Now, however, when I saw
many completely hlackened rocks, like pitchblende, on the outside wall cif the
observatory, 1 knew that something of the utmost importante was happentrig. Today, September 10, 1952 all
rocks in the building have been affected.
I would like tu enumerara anly a very fesv of thc objective means
of
ubserving such phertornena.
We can rnark certain rocks where we believe we have seen a darkening ar
a blackening, with red penei! or red ink and wait a day ar two to see what
happens to the marked arca. Does it remain the same? Does it betume narrower, ar does it spread?
We could take photographs, colored and black and white. But we detect
very soon that all our cameras which were located in the Oranur-infested
atmosphere, have been knocked out aí function. These cameras thernselves,
no matter whether fim cameras ar other cameras, have turned lato Oranurradiating devices themseIves, and, accordingly, will ruiu evcry single photographic plate, no rnatter whether kodachrome ar black and white, which is
piar loto them for as short a period as only one hour. One fim after another
in one comera after another refused to produce a picture. This had happened
during the first weeks of the Oranur experirnent in earfy 1951, and it was
repeated in 1952, a year lazer, when I called a photographer from nearby
Farmington to take colored pictures of some paintings in the observatory.
It
turned out that, with one exception, ali kodachrome films were black, with
blue color shining through. Blue, however, is the specific color of highly
excited OR cnergy. Linked up with the hasically bluish color of all orgone
functions which become visible, and with the forrnerly successful photographs, taken on colored film, of orgone cnergy in high vacuum, ir makes
good sense. There are no ghosts around who supposedly spoii the camera.
More will be said abata this problem in a different cuntext.
Another mal for controlling the connection hetween the blackening of the
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rocks and the assumed high OR activity in the atmosphere is to put your
palm at about 2 to 5 cm. distance from the blackened rock, and the other
palm at about the same distance from an untouched rock. The difference in
the sensation of heat and prickling is marked. Now one replaces the palms
by thermometers and sees clearly the difference in temperature between the
darkened and the undarkencd rocks.
A further proof of the high OR activity of blackened rocks is the fact that
one cannot sleep in the vicinity of such rocks for severa! hours without waking up parchcd, nauseated, exhausted, with loss of equilibrium and the other
symptoms which were extensively described at the beginning of this account
as signs of DOR sickncss.
The blackening of the rocks appearcd, beyond any doubt, a day or two
after the tornado in the Middle West had struck on March 21, 1952. Now the
blackening of the rocks seemed to progress at an accelerated pace. It was
particularly striking that at the outside wall of the observatory building, that
is, in the fresh, open air, the blackening seemed to go on at an even faster
pace and more intensely. Here, too, the rocks from which the observatory was
built were hand-picked gray rocks with smooth surf:ges. In certain places,
now, the rocks developed completely black surfaces, and the blackness spread
quickly to severa! forrnerly gray rocks in the vicinity.
There were rocks which still showed a bright gray frame within which a
streaky black structure appeared. The radiation from these rocks was unmistakably distinguishable with outstretched tongue, as hcat and prickling at
the palm, and especially as an intolerable sensory perception, in its dose
vicinity. However, the GM Counter did not react to the rock, but only at
some distance, severa! feet away from the rock. It was the OR energy in the
atmosphere which reacted to or against Melanor.
Now, the changes in the rocks within the building were casily understandable on the basis of the accumulation of OR energy in unventilated, closed
rooms. However, an accumulation of OR effects in the free, open space, was
quite a novelty, even to me, who in the course of many years had become
quite accustomed to such surprises. h was not readily comprehensible what
outside rock. There was
FUNCTION manifested itself in this blackening of the
no NR in the vicinity of the observatory, to explain the irritation. The old
NR sources of 1951 (3mg. Ra) had been long ago removed to about threequarters of a mile distance for the observatory. It was clearly demonstrable
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by way of the Geiger Müller Counter, that the OR field of the observatory
extended no more than from fifty to a hundred feet beyond the outer walls;
accordingly, there seemed to be no explanation whatsoever for the irritam
agent. The NR source, three-quarters cif a mile away, could not be it.
The puzzle remained unsolved for severa! days which were filled with
worries and desperate attempts to solve the riddle of the oppressivc blackening rocks. The basic problem to be solved was: Would these reactions increase endIessly, and HOW, IF AT ALL, COULD IT BE STOPPED?
Before it would be at all possible to stop the reaction, one had necessarily
to understand how it carne about that oatside rocks became active, with no
irritant Factor in the vicinity. An irritation by the distant NR soluces of 3 mg.
Ra had to be excluded since these sourres were too far removed to constitute
an irritant of such potency.
An answer began to form when, to our great distress, the "lower cabin,"
where my family lived, and which had been free of
effects until then,
began to become intolerable with heavy pressure and all the severe DOR reaction symptoms. It was incomprehensible how this change carne about. Not
until the following day did the origin of this change become clear. A few
rocks ai Me fireplace in the living room began ta bitu-ken. I was at that moment the only one who saw it. Those who were with me seemed too uncertain in their judgement and sometimes their judgement was even impaired
by understandable fear. I was careful to observe single rocks, and there
could be no doubt about it at ali. One special rock, about ten inches long and
une inch wide, turned completely black. There were others. Careful markings with read peneil demonstrated the progressive nature of this process.
On March 30, my distress reached a very high degree of desperation combined
with a feeling of certainty that the problem would solve itself in a beneficia!
manner; however, the despair was grave. That evening, two persons began
unequivocally to see what I had seen already twenty-four hours before. There
could be not doubt about it. The whole fireplace darkened progressively. An
evacuation of the whnle of Orgonon seemed to become necessary as long as it
was impossible to understand the DOR reaction and to stop it.
I repeat: The presence of 3 mg. NR far out in the fields could not possihly
explain what was going on, and therefore a remova) of this NR source was
at first not contemplated.
The night was passed in sleeplessness and distress. The gravity of the reaction was the more striking since the weathcr on that Sunday night had
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cleared up completely. A beautiful, starry sky and a dry air severely contradicted the heavy DOR reaction. Also, a beautiful aurora display with a clearcut R-76 (sce Cossite SUPERIMPOSITION) added tu the beauty of that night.
I must assume that I had heril strongly irnpressed by the aurora display
that night, which was particularly clearly expressed in strongly outgoing
pulsatory movements which seemed to reach out isto space, as it were, in a
desperate manner and with resolution. This, of course, was only my emotional reaction to the strongly impressíve aurora display, correspunding to its
own strong orgone-physical movements. However; the following morning, a
peculiar thought struck my mind:
COULD IT BE POSSIBLE THAT THE ACTIVE ROCKS ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE OBSERVATORY WALLS WERE REACHING OUT WITH THEIR OR FIELD ENERCY AS 1F TO REACH
AND TO COMBAT THE 3 MG NR SOURCE WHICH WAS ACTUALLY OUT OF 1TS REACH?
In arder to illustrate this peculiar thought, imagine an animal in a cage,
clearly seeing, feeling and smelling an irritant ohject a few feet away from
the cage, bua unable to reach it. The inevitable result, this is quite evident,
would be that the Life Energy within this animal would get more and more
excited and would try ta reach out from the prison and get at that irritating,
ghastly, impossible thing out there, which was right in front of its nose, and
yet so hopelessly unreachable.
Once again, the bio-energetic, emotional aspect of orgone energy helped to
solve a merely physical problem hy way of their common basic identity.
Hunters use this reaching-out in training hunting dogs to run after a rabbit
which is constantly kept at an unbridgeable distante ahead of the nose of the
frustrated animal. The longer I thought about it. the Iess peculiar the faca appeared to me, the more convinced 1 became that 1 had reached the proper
answer to the riddle.
1 discussed this thought with a worker who understood it right away, and
we agreed that the source of 3 mg. NR should be removed far out aí sight
and reach. It was decided to deposit it eleven miles away in a safe place, in a
gravei pit a hundred frei away from the road from Oquossoc to Rumford, on
Route 17, and to have it marked in red with "Keep Off" and "Danger."
Sheriff Dyer from Rangeley was informed by letter, the following day, of
the deposition of the NR source, which, far removed from concentrated OR
energy, in a little-inhabited arca of about forty-five miles between Oquossoc
and Rumford, could not possibly do any harm. At that moment, I did not
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know of other irritants which would irritate OR still more than NR ever
could.
Two workers who had transported the 3 mg. NR eleven miles, reported
that they had felt a "pull-like sensation" during the entire trip, which carne
from the NR source some six to seven feet away from them in the back of the
truck. Only a year ago, before Oranur had come undcr way, I myself and
many of my assistants didn't feel at ali an NR source as dose as twelve inches
away. Thus, Oranur had made possible a deep and practically very efficient
awareness as well as ahhorence of nuclear material.
However, we soon learned that the remova' of the NR did not alleviatc
the distress. I still thought in too narrow ways.
The Bleck Disappeors from the Rocks
The most careful controls were conducted in arder to keep the objective
evidente cleanly separated from the subjective observations. Among these
objective controls, 1 have mentioned on niany occasions the inner logic which,
completely independent of my own desires, wishes or expectations, was
inherent in the great developments in orgone research. I have mentioned
shortly before, that true findings corroborate themselves by further factual
developments:
When I saw the rocks blackening for the first time, I did not trusr my own
senses; 1 repudiated the clearest impressions; I refused to believe that such a
thing as blackening of hright gray rocks could ever be possible. I repudiated
it in spite of the concurrent thought that quite logically, every kind of mineral
substance must have developed from something cise sometime long ago. I
could not dispel the odier logical thought that, since 1 was operating with the
primordial cosmic energy, functions would naturally turn up which would
point in the direction of the most remate astrophysical or geological developments. I had been fully aware ali the time, since about 1936, that in the shape
of OR, man was about to discover what he called "God" ar "Creator." Thus,
1 was emotionally and intellectually well prepared to meei the changes in the
rocks of my observatory.
THE OBJECTIVE CORROBORATION OF AND LOGICAL SEQUENCE
TO THE BLACKENING
OF THE ROCK WAS THE
recession of the blackness A FEW HOURS AFTER THE IRRIMING NU
MATERIAL HM) BEEN RENIOVED TO A DISTANCE OF ELEVES MILES. This
recession was clearly observable, though the same hesitation to admit the
observation as in the process of blackening, was also present in its recession.
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Completely blackened rocks which had been marked as such with red pencil,
began, after a few hours and over the following two days, increasingly to
show bright grayish streaks and spots in rnany places which extended very
slowly, usually from the periphery of the rock toward the central parts.
Spontaneaus Cessation of DOR
On March 31, l952 at 9:40 A.M., shortly after the NR source was rernoved
from Orgonon, a sudden relief from the heavy pressure in the atmosphere
was fel( by a!! present, five people in ali. The pressure emanating from the
darkening fireplace ceased. This was corroborated hy one person who was
typing. She said sixnuaneously, "Mout ten minutes ago, my head suddenly
cleared." Another one said, "I felt suddenly about the same time, an upsurge
of heat." A t}► ird person, too, felt a yielding of the pressure at about the
same time. She said that when she carne down to Orgonon that morning and
had reached Dodge Pond, she felt a severe pressure of Oranur; until a few
minutes ago the pressure was still there, and she had felt a sudden cessation
of this pressure.
About half an hour !ater, the following happened: I was dictating to a secretary the events of March 28-30, when my eye fel! quite accidentally on a
narrow rock of about three-quarters of an inch in width at the fireplace in the
lower cabin, which rock, froco my memory of yesterday, had stood out as a
rock completely blackened. To my amazement, the blackness in the rock
receded, ar, to express it more in accordance with my amazement, scemed to
recede. The original gray color of the rock substance seemed to recur. The
speed aí the brightening roughiy corresponded to the speed of the lalackening.
However, there was no way of exactly measuring the progress of these functions since they varied greatly in different roas, in different places, and also
with their position inside or outside the building. Also, the geographic direction of their position seemed to play some role. A very rough, uncertain
conjecture would put the maximum at about 1/8th ai an inch in a day, and
the minimum at the same amount within several days.
When I returned to the observatory on Monday, March 31, in the afternoon,
severa! hours after the rernoval of the NR source, and 48 hours after my
collapse, when the rocks had appeared blackest, a clearing up and brightening
was clearly discernible to my eyes as well as to the eyes of our caretaker and
other observers.
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The microscopic exanaination of samples froco the still blackish and already
grayish-whitish parts of the affected rocks, corrahorated fully the
gross observation; this will be reported at a 'ater date.
How Far Do Oranur and DOR Reach?
On Thursday, April 17, the pressure at Orgonon became unbearable again.
The urge to get out of the vicinity of Orgonon was insuperabIe. Within a
few minutes, a suitcase was packcd and I left for Farmington, 44 miles away.
On the way down from Rangeley, I could cIearly feel the pressure lessening
unta at a distante from Orgonon of abola 15 miles, I felt relieved. It was a
pleasure to stop at the roadside, to open ali
doors and windows and compartments of the car and to let everything "air out." The car, too, had been overcharged, just as our workers had reported over the year from many places.
My face was flushed, my eyes were heavily injected and burned. I looked as
though 1 were severely sunburned, even on my body which was covered
with appard. I still felt nauseated and restIess. Bur the pressure had undoubtedly dirninished. The pressure returned in the vicinity of the cai-, but some
100 feet away it lessened dearly. As soou as I got
lato the car again and
began to drive, the pressure and the discomfort returned. It was necessary to
pause severa! times and to get away from the cai-.
At Farmington, upon entering the hotel roorn, I felt as if I had taken DOR
with me. The windows had to be kept opcned. With windows closed, the
atmosphere felt unbearahle after only a few minutes.
Saturday morning, 1 returned to Orgonon in order to equip myself with
sorne books and other necessities. On the way UI) to Rangeley, the pressure
set in unmistakably where it had ieft me the previous day on the way down
to Farmington, i.e., some 15 miles from Orgonon. At the place of change,
the vegetation also seemed clearly to change. There was more sap
in the
trees, the tips of the branches were redder in the hirches and the huds werc
larger where the pressure was felt. 1 had noticed that Farmington, severa'
hundred feet closer to sea leve! than Orgonon, was far behind the lane- in the
developrnent of the buds of the trees. I could stay at Orgonon ora), very
briefly and had to "run" again down ta Farmington.
It is essencial to mention these details. 1F Oranur traveis and can no longer
be controlled, it wouid seem of paramount importante to learn what it can
do to various organisms in various situations of an emotionai or atmospheric
nature.
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At noon the following day, I met my daughter Eva who had arrived from
Gorham where she went for her Easter vacation. She had a lot to tell.
She mentioned the fact that she could not stand the vicinity of any Xray
machine, and that her microscope, which had been exposed to Oranur at
Orgonon one year ago, affected certain people in the hospital, causing
malaise, discomforts of various kinds, and even disequilibrium. The picture
of Oranur sickness thus continucd to go toward completion and to became
more distinct as to the typical and atypical symptoms.
In the hospital where my daughter worked with newborn infants, she was
able to observe many Oranur effects which had been established merely by
the presence of an oranurized microscope. Some physicians and patients had
reacted to Oranur, others had not. Eva had to remove her radium-dialed
wrist watch. This gave me the idea that a swelling on my left hand may
have been caused by wearing my laboratory radium-dialed wrist watch.
had disregarded this watch because 1 had thought that OR had rendered Ra
harmless. However, it now seemed clear that thc swelling of my left hand
could have been caused by Oranur reaction of my arm to the Ra wrist watch.
An edema, two inches in diameter, had developed where the veins on the
back of the hand branch out toward the wrist. The return flow of the blood
had been impeded. The swelling had developed a few weeks before 1 became
aware of its cause, and it was painful. Also the severe Oranur reaction in the
car may have been due to Ra action upon Oranur. 1 had a watchmaker remove the radium from the dial of my wrist watch, and orders were given
that all other Ra painted watches should be taken out of the vicinity of
Oranur. The swelling later disappeared from my left wrist.
Travelling in the car for any length of time was not possible even after
the remova! of the Ra wrist watch. At every fcasible occasion, we stopped at
the roadside and opened all compartments for airing. Otherwise, afier a
while, ir frit like sitting under an ultra-violes sunlamp. Our faces were
burned up, flushed and hot. On the whole, the physical and emotional situation under Oranur felt like a chranic, mild SUN-STROKE.
These preliminary steps were important for the 250-mile trip I planned in
connection with the testing of Oranur around Orgonon. I would have done
it long ago had my portable GM counter not gone out of order, and had
replacements been readily available.
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rIprs1 21, 1952
1 returned to Orgonon in the early morning bringing my son to Rangeley

1

school from Farmington 44 miles away where he had taken a test. I stayed
at Orgonon during the day and the following night. The pressure and discomfort were unbearable. Toward evening, nausea sei in and it increased
during the night to such an extent that sleep was made impossible. I felt
parched, dried out, as if I were shrinking from lack of water. The observatory
remained unusable. In the evening, 1 noticed that the GM Counter SU-5 was
operating again. After an inicial strong discharge effect of up to 20,000 CPM,
the indicator needle returned very slowly to about 100 CPM and later to about
60-80 epsi, still a rather high activity. After severa) hours and again on the
following morning, the inicial discharge effect was again noticeable in the
vicinity of the same range of about 20,000 CPM, and again the needle returned
ta about twice the normal background count.
The disturbances which appear in the portable battery-operated survey
meter are still not comprehensible. However, a few clarifying outlines may be
mentioned:
When an atmospherie hyperactivity of more than 100.000 CPM affect the
device over a long period of time (half an hour or more), the device "jams."
This is fim visible in that the indicator needle rushes, on all scales, toward
the highest count and beyond. This first reaction is usually followed by an
apparent weakening and fading out of the indicator. The batteries seem
to be completely exhausted. This reaction is stronger in cold weather than in
warm weather. However, it is not a matter of weakened ar exhausted batteries. Otherwise, the function could not return as it does to normal.
The following morning, with the reservation that the device may have
gone out of order, I obtained the following results:
Time
7 A.M.

7:15 A.M.
7:30 A.hf.

7:55 nau.

Place
CPM
Lower cabin
60-100
Students' Laboratory
200-80
Doc Grant's Restaurant,
200-300
Rangeley, town 4 miles away,
on street
Inside Doc Grant's Restaurant 200; 400; 800; 600;
250; 300; 140
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These counts seemed tu indicate most peculiar developments, hard to understand.
The diagram on page 58 depicts graphically the results of a 230-mile round
trip which 1 made April 22 and 23, 1952, in order to determine, if possible,
the Emderlines of the high atmospheric activity. h shows an arca of ahout
50 miles diameter under excitement. Note particularly the following facts:
1. The counts decrease down to normal with the distante from Orgonon.
2. The MAMAI field had spread farther toward the south than toward the
north. The lines and arrows toward Stratton, dated, indicate the speed of
progress.
3. A count of 300 CPM wedges toward the south in an arca with normal
background count.
4. Within nine days (April 23 to May 2, 1952) the oRANuR field has progressed toward the southeast, from dose tu Phillips to past Farmington.
(To be continned)
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Projeto Arte Org
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich
Caro Leitor
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão
bastante difícil, polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam.
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms) em
forma de PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da orgonomia
de 1941 a 1957.
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor.
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945).
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953)
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizálos por assunto ou temas.
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse.
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web.
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio Reich
e seus colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich.
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola
nossas possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas restrições.
Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possiblidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar.
Em nome da comunidade Arte Org.
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Textos sobre o projeto Oranur, Orop e CORE.
Texts on the Oranur, Orop and CORE project.
----------------------------------------------------Orgone Energy Bulletin
------------------------------Oranur Experiment and Core
------------------------01 Wilhelm Reich The Anti-Nuclear Radiations Effect of Cosmic Orgone Energy 1950
McF 307 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 1. Jan. 1951
Interval 33-34 Pag. 61-63
02 Orgone Energy Emergency Bulletin No. 1 Oranur Project (1950)
McF 517 Orgone Energy Emergency Bulletin No. 1-Oranur Project(1950)
Interval 2-6 Pag. 3-10
03 Wilhelm Reich The Oranur Experiment. Introduction and Surverey 1951
McF 310 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 4. Oct. 1951
Interval 2-3 Pag. 185-187
04 Wilhelm Reich Orgone Energy (OR) Versus Nuclear Energy (NR) - Oranur 1950-1951
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